IBM – Software Engineer

Job description:

IBM Systems and Technology Group (STG) has an opening for a software engineer/developer to work on development and support of IBM enterprise storage server DS8000 product. Candidates in this role will be working with a team of experienced developers to design, implement and support IBM DS8K storage products. The daily development tasks include: code design, documentation, code implementation/test, debug and some customer support activities.

Candidates should have team-based software development experience with C/C++, assembler and some scripting languages such as Perl on Unix platform. Candidate should also have some knowledge on software engineering processes and best practices.

Required

- Bachelor's Degree
- At least 1 year experience in C/C++ Programming
- Readiness to travel 10% travel annually
- English: Fluent

Interested candidates, please send resumes to mjward@us.ibm.com